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Abstract
Burhān al-Dīn Ibrāhīm al-Biqāʿī’s ego-document is at the heart of the present paper. The
author provides a rich account of Mamluk military operations in Cyprus and al-Qashtīl al-Rūj
(Château Roux/Kastelorizo/Castellorizo) Island. It is not an impartial or “objective” story, but
rather an observer-participant report of a naval expedition by a well-known administrator and
writer. The detailed text reflects the author’s self-presentation and interpretation of events and
deeds. It casts light on historiography under the Mamluks, as well as on the history of the
Eastern Mediterranean in the 15th century.
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The sultan Jaqmaq dispatched several naval forces to fight the Franks.1 The first fleet sailed in
1440. A second Mamluk armada sailed from Dumyat (Damietta) to Alanya and Rhodes (in
844/1442).2 A third flotilla sailed to Rhodes three years later (in 847/1443).3 A fourth
expedition sailed in 848/1444.4 Mamluk sources provide several accounts of these naval
operations in the eastern Mediterranean.5 Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī, a contemporary historian,
reports concisely:
“On Monday (17 Rabīʿ I 847/15 July 1443) the army that was dispatched to fight the Franks
in Rhodes departed [al-Būlāq]. It was headed by the amir Tamur-Bay,6 the commander of the
royal guards’ battalion (raʾs nawbat al-kabīr) [who served as the commanding officer of the
fleet (amīr al-baḥr)]7 and Īnāl al-ʿĀlāʾī [al-Nāṣirī], the chief of the chancellery. The army
numbered 1500 fighters and a great number of volunteers. They headed towards Dumyat to
embark the ships that assembled there from various districts of Syria and other places. [The
Egyptian forces sailed from Dumyat in the Nile Delta. The Syrian forces sailed from Beirut
and Tripoli].”8
The next item in the chronicle provides information on the rising of the water level in the Nile
River (July 1443). Following these lines, the author resumes discussing the naval expedition
against the Franks. The printed text is defective. It says: “On Thursday [lacuna in the text] in
the month of Rabīʿ II the army’s ships sailed to Dumyat in preparation to an expedition
(ghazw). They set sail [lacuna; Sunday 4 August 1443?] in the water of the Mediterranean Sea
(al-baḥr al-milḥ = the salt sea) and navigated [northward]. The wind drove them violently.
They regrouped in Tripoli. They sailed from there. On 7 Jumādā II/1 October 1443 they
occupied a town in al-Qashtīl (Château Roux)9, an island in the heart of the sea.”10
On the margins of this laconic chronology a note says:11 “The majority reached Beirut and not
Tripoli. Among the ships that reached Beirut was the vessel of the amir Īnāl al-ʿĀlāʾī. 15
vessels, including the boat carrying amīr al-baḥar Tamur-Bay reached Tripoli. They anchored
there in the night we [al-Biqāʿī ?] anchored at Beirut (Monday 22 Rabīʿ II/18 August). On
Wednesday morning (24 Rabīʿ II) we sailed from Beirut. At the same date also the forces that
were in Tripoli sailed. After a short period of sailing the wind stopped. Mount Lebanon
remained visible. The governors of this region had sailed before we reached Beirut. Since no
wind drove our sail, it was agreed to dispatch Jānibek al-Nīrūzī, one of the commanders
(bāshāt), with a warship (ghurāb) that advanced by means of oars. He was ordered to cruise
towards Cyprus and to meet these Syrian vessels and to inform them that we were on our way
to join them. On Saturday (27 Rabīʿ II) a strong wind began to blow and we arrived in Cyprus
1
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on Sunday forenoon (28 Rabīʿ II). In the evening of the same day those vessels that were in
Tripoli also joined us.”12
Ibn Ḥajar al-ʿAsqalānī appended to this short account a personal war-report that his student
Burhān al-Dīn Ibrāhīm al-Biqāʿī,13 one of the participants in this amphibious operation, had
provided him.14 An annotated translation of this report forms the major part of the present
article.
Burhān al-Dīn Ibrāhīm al-Biqāʿī is a well-known 15th century administrator and writer. His
writings are rich with ego-documents,15 a genre that is well-represented in Mamluk
chronicles. Ego-documents are eyewitness accounts by an observer-participant. It is not an
impartial or “objective” story of an event, but rather a report that reflects the author’s selfpresentation and interpretation. The authors of these ego-documents often refer to their
teachers and peers, as well. The translated document, a personal account by a Cairene scholar
who participated in a Mamluk raid on the island of Cyprus, casts light on these two
dimensions of intellectuals’ activity under the Mamluks.
“Our companion the scholar (ʿallāmah) Ibrāhīm b. ʿUmar b. al-Ḥasan al-Biqāʿī explained to
us the fighting (waqʿah) and in an exposé (taʿlīq) clarified the combat. He wrote (bikhaṭṭihi)16 for us [telling] about their experiences from the day they embarked at Dumyat and
till they returned to Egypt’s coasts. To provide a comprehensive and continuous story [we
incorporate here it entirely] from the moment the victorious army sailed from the Nile delta to
the Mediterranean on Sunday (14 Rabīʿ II 847/11 August 1443), heading towards Limassol in
the island of Cyprus, may Allah incorporate it in the Abode of Islam (dār al-islām) forever
(literally: till the Day of Judgment), amen.
One of the boats in the flotilla sailed very slowly. Due to the winds the other ships pressed
forward but the slow boat forced them to come back. They were bewildered till they saw the
mountains overlooking Sidon. Shortage in water forced them to anchor off the coast of Beirut
on Monday (22 Rabīʿ II/19 August 1443). Tamur-Bāy and a flotilla of 15 vessels that he led
got lost in the sea, but eventually anchored that very night off the coast of Tripoli. We learned
that the fleet of 15 vessels that carried the Syrian forces had already sailed from Beirut on
Thursday (18 Rabīʿ II/15 August). Two days after our arrival at Beirut we sailed to Cyprus
(Wednesday 24 Rabīʿ II/21 August). The wind hardly blew. We reached the Great Salt Lake
of Larnaca. The vessels that anchored at Tripoli also reached this Salina on the same day. It
was a remarkable incident.
From the Salt Lake we sailed on Tuesday (1 Jumādā I/27 August). The Syrian fleet advanced
faster and had anchored off Limassol, so they retreated and waited for us between the Salt
12
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Lake and Limassol. The joint flotilla numbered 80 ships. It was composed of various types:17
large war galleys (aghribah),18 carriers (ḥamalāt), square-sailed vessel (murabbaʿāt) [or
cogs],19 skiffs (zawārīq),20 auxiliary ships (salālīr)21 and other cargo ships (qawārib).22 On
Tuesday night we continued our voyage and on Wednesday (2 Jumādā I/28 August) anchored
off Limassol, discovering that the governor (amīr) had already fled, taking with him the entire
population with their goods.
The materialistic people, who composed a considerable section [of the Mamluk army], argued
that the Cypriotes had broken the truce (ʿahd). A pretender who claimed to be a student of
Islamic law provided them with a religious-legal opinion that supported their aspirations. He
dared to do so although he actually never plunged deeply into Islamic studies, nor had any
practical experience in elucidating the tradition of the Prophet (sunnah). His knowledge in
matters regarding the changing conditions in the battlefield and in implementing religious
etiquette was very narrow. They cleaved to something that cannot hold up. The waves became
stronger and the voices higher. They caused considerable damage in that region and in certain
places looted whatever they grabbed, burning and killing.
I did my outmost to prevent them and prolonged my efforts at reprimand. I discussed the issue
with the person who led them astray and was able to refute their arguments. I mentioned that
we had renewed the truce (ʿahd) with the Cypriotes and that we should discard it only if it
were to be established that they had violated it, that the Cypriotes had fled out of fear from
wrongdoers, and hence we should not blame them. I added that God’s words: “O believers, if
an ungodly man comes to you with a tiding, make clear”23 encouraged balanced behavior.
Deep in my mind I knew that they will not repent in their hearts. I added and narrated the
story of the Jews from the Banū Naḍīr tribe.24 The prophet Muḥammad approached them,
asking for help in paying the compensation to the families of two men from the ʿĀmir clan
who were wrongly killed by ʿAmr b. Umayyah al-Ḍamrī. He sat under a palm tree in one of
the palm groves when the Jews plotted to kill him with a rock. Yet Allah informed him about
the conspiracy. However, the Prophet did not rush to confront them, despite the fact that he
had established the Jews’ treason firmly. He ordered them to choose between two options:
either to accept him or to depart from the territory under his control. The story is well-known.
The emissary that the lord of Cyprus had dispatched arrived on Thursday evening while we
still were engaged in these talks. He informed us that he would receive the Mamluk army in
Paphos.25 The Cypriot embassy also stated that they abide by the truce-treaty, that they are
submissive and obedient, and that our decision to sail and fight against Rhodes makes them
pleased because they have suffered from the Rhodians. They also apologized for the flight of
the neighboring villagers, using words akin to my explanation of the villagers’ behavior.
17
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During that day some Muslims noticed that two vessels (markab) were observing our
expedition fleet from a distance. So they made preparation to assault these vessels. Yet the
attack was fruitless because sailors (nūtīyah) and soldiers were not on board our galleys, and
so they could not post forces in these places.
On Saturday evening (5 Jumādā I/31 August 1443) we sailed from Limassol and on Sunday
afternoon anchored at Episkopi Bay (al-Iskabīyah). Rowing with oars, we continued our
voyage on Monday, yet the flotilla scattered. This was caused by the lack of wind. Moreover,
some vessels were not equipped with oars. We anchored at Rās al-Abyaḍ (the White Cape).
At night (Tuesday 15 Jumādā I/10 September 1443) the wind’s direction changed, and we
sailed. The vessels with the oars, which did not benefit from the wind, trailed behind. We
anchored close to this station.
On Wednesday morning (16 Jumādā I/11 September) we continued sailing and anchored at a
village near Paphos. The messengers of the lord of Cyprus arrived and reported according to
the reception’s etiquette. They complained about the misdeeds that had been committed in
their territory [by us] and grieved them. Indeed, by acting in this manner they aimed at
deceiving us, this resulted either because of the damages that their country suffered or due to
other motivations. Our commander in chief demonstrated his unhappiness with the gift that
they had presented. He considered it undersized. Moreover, he was angered by the failure of
the king of Cyprus to report personally. Their [failure] to bring the tribute monies remaining
due also annoyed him. The messengers heard our commander’s expressions of sorrow
regarding the events that had taken place in their land. He apologized, claiming that these
were the deeds of some of the auxiliaries, and that he was not aware of them. He added that he
accepted their excuses for not coming forward immediately to meet him, their failure to
provide provisions of food and to report that they are obedient.26
On Thursday night (17 Jumādā I/12 September 1443) our commander departed. He avoided
Paphos, evading from collecting their gifts. We followed him. Refraining from stopping at
Paphos, we anchored at Rās al-Ṣandafānī (Cape Arnauti). Although no wind had blown, we
sailed on Friday morning (18 Jumādā I/13 September). We meandered in the sea till we
observed the mountains of Anatolia. Then we sailed towards the mainland and on Saturday
night anchored at that station. There we obtained water. Next morning (Sunday 20 Jumādā
I/14 September) we sailed, arriving at the town of Alanya on the Turkish coast on Thursday
(24 Jumādā I/19 September).
Earlier on Friday the 15th [Rabīʿ I/12 July 1443?],27 at ten o’clock in the late afternoon, the
town had been hit by a severe earthquake (zalzalah). The major event was followed by two
secondary waves.
On Monday (28 Jumādā I/23 September) we set sail. We arrived at the town of Antalya on
Tuesday night, as the new moon of Jumādā II was first seen (24 September). On Wednesday
forenoon we sailed from Antalya and anchored at Aghu {?} in the evening (2 Jumādā II/25
26
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September), waiting to reassemble the forces. The fleet was stricken by heavy winds. The
flotilla was badly beaten, vessels were damaged and their nuts and bolts loosened. Yet despite
these conditions the fleet reassembled, except for two [boats]. One boat was missing and no
information on its fate reached the expedition. Regarding the second warship (ghurāb),28 the
forces were informed that it was in [the port of] Antioch repairing a hole. Yashbak the jurist
(al-faqīh)29 was ordered to return and to help the ghurāb. He did so on Sunday night (5
Jumādā II/29 September). Meanwhile, the commander in chief sailed with the army towards
Rhodes, while we returned at that day to Antioch. Immediately after the warship’s damages
were mended we sailed and joined a division of the army at Cape al-Shāldūn (Scandalore), On
Tuesday all the force anchored at Finike at night (7 Jumādā II/1 October).
During the night we continued sailing and at morning, at the Isthmus of al-Qayqabūn, we met
with the rest of the forces. Batkhāṣ was also with them. During the night he had passed by the
fleet but did not see the vessels and assumed that they advanced further. Yet upon
approaching al-Qayqabūn, they encountered four Frankish ships that threatened them.
Batkhāṣ retreated and observed that the Frankish ships were carrying Turkmens, who landed
ashore. The parties clashed and moved back. Learning that the entire army was at his rear,
Batkhāṣ continued his retreat till he reached Finike, where he spent the night. This became
known to the commander in chief and he dispatched reinforcements to Finike.
All that day we anchored at al-Qayqabūn. Some soldiers encountered a woman sitting on the
hill. They brought her to the commander in chief and she told him that in the past she used to
cast a spell on the armies of Islam, but the Almighty guided her towards Islam and she
converted. God had abolished the magic she had performed against the Muslims and turned it
towards the infidels. Allah caused them to be trapped in the net of their own unfaithfulness, in
the trap of their own deception and evasion.
Late on Thursday night we set sail and on Friday forenoon (10 Jumādā II/4 October) we
anchored at Īnwaʾ {?}. At evening we continued our voyage and at night anchored at Qashtīl
al-Rūj (Château Roux). This is a formidable castle on a high mount on the edges of
Kastelorizo (Castellorizo) Island. The size of this island is nearly the distance from the suburb
of al-Ḥusaynīyah to the cemetery of Cairo (Qarāfah), and from the tomb (turbah) of Barqūq
to the suburb of al-Būlāq on the Nile. Several young Muslim soldiers climbed up the hill to
inspect the fort, yet an older soldier followed them and convinced them to return. The Franks
believed that they were scared, and shot at them with a cannon (makḥalah)30 and mocked
them. This caused a dispute in the Mamluk camp. Several tried to convince the commander to
fight the Franks. Yet he refrained from doing so and ordered to prepare for sail. Nevertheless
a growing number of Muslim demanded that he fight. God has made him accomplish his
fortune and fulfill his eternal destiny, to be satisfied with the fulfillment of his providence.
Like vigorous lions, the [Mamluk] army furiously attacked the Franks. The soldiers granted
their souls generously. The heroes pressed on. The advancing combatants fell while the beaten
stood. The brave men excelled. The battering ram breached the walls. The soldiers clearly
28
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demonstrated their endurance there. The two sides poured arrows on their opponents and
threw all sorts of stones. High in the sky flew arrows carrying messages of bitter death. The
cup of death was circling among the living on earth. They collided with leather shields,
bucklers, bulwarks, and mail. God praise the light catapults, that let fly as if they were heavy
ballistae. God honor their operators. The robust warriors covered parts of their bodies with
iron shields. The combatants operating the catapults imagined that their bodies were made of
iron. They dispatched ammunition vehemently, yet were blocked from advancing by the
closeness of the walls to the fortifications of the bastion.
A dry eastern wind blew from the starting of the engagement till Monday midday (12 Jumādā
II/7 October 1443). This was akin to the Prophet’s saying (ḥadīth): “I won with the eastern
wind.”31 The fighting erupted, although on that very day the fighters had been dispirited and
despair intensified amongst them. The pupils [of the eye] felt wounded from looking at the
lions. The bodies felt sorrow and pain. Yet they succeeded in surrounding the bastion from
almost all directions. A great number of our shots struck the target. The fighting intensified
and the devil suffered a setback. Most of their shots missed and their cannons failed. Their
shields were beaten and their fighters were battered. At that time the wind turned, changed
direction and became western. This was one of the signs that they were on the brink of
destruction. “ʿĀd was destroyed by the northern wind”32 says the prophetic ḥadīth. At that
moment our cannon struck the bastion's fortification and demolished part of it. Accidently an
arrow caused a fire under the bastion. This was a marvelous hint and a wonderful indication
of the intervention of Divine Providence. The tongues of fire slowly licked the bastion,
demolishing it piece by piece till a complete side of it was totally destroyed. It was a hard day
for the infidels.
The emir Sūdūn Qarāqāsh al-Muʾayyadī33 told me (on Saturday 26 Jumādā II/19 October
1443) about a dream he had.34 He envisioned that the siege would be in a place protected by a
double wall, adding: “[In my night vision] I pushed aside the man next to it, and he said: ‘You
should shoot at the one that is behind you, since he is more important’.” The interpretation
(taʾwīl) of this is that during the siege of this bastion, his position was near the other tower
(burj), which was adjacent to the gate. On the forenoon of Thursday (16 Jumādā II/10
October) one of the Franks appeared and said: “Rhodes has been your target and we prefer
that your bodies and capital will be not be worn out [here]. First you should go to Rhodes.
Were you to seize it we would be in your hands, or provide us with a craft (sallūrah)35 and we
will sail to Rhodes. Were the Rhodians to agree, we will hand you the bastion and give it up”.
But the Mamluk commander did not answer verbally, but rather bombarded them with cannon
and ballistae. At that time he also prohibited us from communicating with the Franks. His
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herald proclaimed, and they were listening to his proclamation, that contact with the Frank
was strictly forbidden, unless the emir permitted it.
We discovered that they had contaminated some of the water cisterns, pouring dirt and
throwing oleander braches and leaves into them.36 The water stank and the quantity of
drinking water decreased. To obtain drinking water several of the Muslims traveled to the
Turkish coast. There they encountered three men and brought them back to the camp at
evening. The three were questioned by the commander in chief and they said that they had
fled from the territory of the Turkmens to the Qashtīl [al-Rūj] (Kastelorizo Island). They were
tortured and admitted to being slaves (mamālīk) of Muslim Turks (Rūm). Each of the three
named his master (mālik). Some of the people that had advanced close to the bastion were hit
by stones and arrows. Because the stoning we also lost a considerable portion of our
[weapons]. Due to this, the commander in chief banned the advance. He used primarily
cannon and ballistae.
On Sunday the weather changed and heavy showers rained upon us till Monday. The rain fell
constantly, intensifying from time to time and accompanied by flashes of shining lightning
and followed by breaking thunders. The weather continued to be dark most of the time. The
stormy conditions prevailed and the rain and earth became joined. The people did not
anticipate such weather and the conditions weighted heavily upon them. On the other hand
they benefited from it, because the rain made it unnecessary to cross over and to carry water
from the Turkish land.
On Saturday (25 Jumādā II/19 October 1443) the sky cleared and the sun heated. During this
day the cannon and the ballistae pounded heavily. They targeted a point on the walls
continuously and managed to weaken it severely. We discharged toward this point swiftly and
prevented the infidels, who were stricken by fear, from reaching the breach. Two Muslims
advanced and incidentally figured it out. They clung to the place and others joined them at
that position. They shielded the engineers who moved to the gap. The Franks rushed to the
scene and intensified the stoning. Yet Allah made it easy for the engineers and they hollowed
out a mine. They were joined by reinforcements carrying armor, and worked hard to widen
the breach. The number of casualties was low despite the harsh conditions. The night’s
darkness covered the field and coated it with a black wrap. The Franks’ stones fall heedlessly
and hardly hit the Muslims. The tunnel was narrow and the diggers faced harsh difficulties.
Timbers covered the gate, yet even under these circumstances they succeeded in opening a
wide gap. As morning was breaking they were lucky. At the calling for the first prayer the
crumbling intensified. The efforts built up and victory came. Our kettledrums played and
pierced the strong wall. God implanted fear in the hearts of those who do not believe, because
these infidels worship other deities beside Him, although this does not belittle His authority.
The fire of hell is their final destiny. How terrible is the last abode of the wrongdoers.
So, as the sun was rising in the East the Franks asked for a truce. The shooting of arrows
stopped and with a cable they let down their leader. An armistice was agreed with them. It
was conditional upon a ceasefire, the departure of the Franks and the handing over of the fort
36
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with all the armaments. This was one of God’s secret benefits and one of the prophetic
miracles. The Franks numbered about 150 men and 60 riding animals. Only God knows the
number of their dead. I was present when two of them were questioned. They did not agree on
the numbers and angrily disputed it. We lost more than 30 warriors and suffered a great
number of wounded men.
The Muslims climbed and most of them entered the bastion. The Franks’ banners were torn
down and the flags of Islam flew high. The crosses were smashed and the creed of Islam rose.
The catchword of the sultan was loudly called. Praise God who extinguished the devil’s word.
For the Muslims it was a significant day, a date of greatness and supremacy. For the infidels it
was a stern and inauspicious day. On Monday morning (27 Jumādā II/21 October) we started
to demolish the place, we did not stop destroying it till the wall lay completely flat on the
ground. Swiftly it became desolated ruins, a shelter of foxes and wolfs. Neither a single
dwelling nor a stove remained on this island.
I ascended to the fortress and witnessed the challenge. There are no words to describe the
difficulties. I prayed for a long time, expressing my gratitude to God who planted fear in the
Franks’ hearts. Were they to persist in their resistance, the difficulties would increase and we
would not be able to pierce the walls or to knock them down with our cannon. There is a hope
that the One, who made real a part of the emir Sūdūn’s dream, will cause the rest of it to
materialize.
The commanders of the expedition decided that the force would spend the winter in Anatolia
(bilād al-Rūm), in a town named Makari {?}, till God will make possible what is most
desired, that is a safe return. Yet the western wind continued to blow and it did not turn to an
eastern wind. The commanders became troubled by the fear that the sailors and other
personnel of the fleet would flee. So they chose to sail to Cyprus and disembark there.
On Sunday (3 Rajab/27 October) in the forenoon the flotilla sailed. At morning it reached
Finike. Because the night was dark and the wind light, the fleet dispersed. It anchored there
for two days and sailed afterwards. The wind intensified and the flotilla anchored on the
western side of Ras al-Shalidūn, in a bay named Qarā-Bālık (the Black Fish). The fleet
scattered all over. No one knew the place of the others. Then the wind intensified and the
flotilla reassembled. All the vessels regrouped, only the ship of the emir Īnāl al-Duwaydir was
missing. He was the senior among the commanders and they sent a light boat to enquire about
his fate, but failed to obtain any information whatsoever. After a while it became known that
due to the light wind, Īnāl was anchoring at al-Qayqabūn together with his retinue. The
commander of the navy ordered the war-vessels (aghribah) to sail and join Īnāl. Our warvessel was included in this fleet. We sailed after the burial of Fāris, the governor of
Damascus, took place. Fāris had headed the Syrian force.37 He had been wounded in his
forehead during the siege of Chateau Roux. It was a severe wound that ended his life.
In the afternoon, while we were in the middle of sailing, the heavens opened and poured
heavy rain upon us. The darkness of the night united with the gloomy shadow of the clouds.
Afraid from crashing or encountering devastation during the voyage, we anchored on the spot.
37
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Early on Sunday morning (10 Rajab/3 November 1443), we saw that the peaks of the
Anatolian mountains were covered with white and that turbans of snow wrapped the summits.
The face of the people became noxious from the intense cold, it was lasting and spreading.
Then the clouds’ colour brightened and painted the sea’s foam with white. Then it turned to
black and green and these colours were superior to the white of the beginning of the day.
From all directions, from the mountains and from the sea, the winds beat us strongly us with
cold and fog. We were immersed in the clouds’ water and we were discomfited. We suffered
from the sting of the flies and the dancing of the ghurāb.38
It was the most severe torture. I realized that only good deeds would stop it. This soaking
would not vanish and these continuing clouds of rain would not be pushed away only by
words. It never occurred to me in the past that this would make me pleased in these
circumstances. I asked for shelter in God and put my hope in His deliverance. From these
torments I understood the ḥadīth on hasty praying, a tradition which Kaʿb b. ʿŪjrah [alBalawī al-Anṣārī] and others have transmitted. This saying says that praying for the Prophet is
the prayer to which [the Almighty’s] response is immediate. In moments of deep crisis this is
the finest prayer to acquire deliverance. I said it day and night, at sunrise and at sunset.
On Monday night we anchored at Finike. The heavy winds prevented us from sailing further.
It was dangerous and difficult. We spent the night there, experiencing high waves, extreme
situations and gales. Our vessel almost capsized. Only God rescued us. No shelter or dress
could protect us from the clouds that poured heavy rain upon us. The flashing of the lightning
almost blinded us. Nothing could block the huge waves and the upheavals of the raging sea.
We fainted. Our hearts were stressed and the soul took flight. The colour of a black raven is
brighter than the deep darkness of that night. The vessel swirled higher and faster than a
diving fowl.
Then the weather improved. We collected the fruit of our prayers that led to our rescue and
salvation. On the night between Tuesday and Wednesday, at the last vigil of the night (13
Rajab/5 November), we sailed towards al-Qayqabūn Isthmus and joined the rest of the army
at the first gathering point. Worried by prospects of storms, high waves and chancing winds it
was agreed unanimously to return to Egypt. God is the best helper and we asked His help”.39
“The first boats arrived at the coast of Dumyat on Wednesday (19 Rajab; should be 20
Rajab/12 November). [At the same date several boats arrived at Rashid (Rosetta)]. The news
reached Cairo on Friday after noon prayer. Afterwards Sūdūn al-Muḥammadī entered Cairo
and announced the return of the expedition force. On Sunday (21 Rajab; should be Saturday
23 Rajab/16 November) he met with the sultan. The remainder of the forces followed suit.
Some were pushed by the winds towards Dumyat, others to Alexandria. The major bulk
disembarked at Rashid. They attempted to sail up the Nile but were kept back by southern
winds (marisīyah) and succeeded in entering Cairo only on Wednesday (11 Shaʿban/4
December 1443). The force, with the booty and prisoners, ascended to the Citadel. On
Thursday they met with the sultan and were decorated”.
38
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Here ends al-Biqaʿī’s account.
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